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We analyse the real Continuous Wavelet Transform 2D (CWT2D) of potential ﬁelds for the
investigation of potential ﬁeld singularities. We focus our attention to extended geological
sources, in order to verify the reliability of this method with realistic ﬁelds. 3D space-scale
representation (3D Scalogram) related to synthetic models were generated, showing the
Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima (WTMM) at each scale. The WTMM are related to
the shape of the source, so deﬁning some sort of source boundary analysis through the
CWT. Wavelets of different order may help to gain resolution and deﬁne source features.
Selecting a range of scales where the sources behave as if they are approximately isolated,
the depth to the source may be estimated basing on the property that the lines joining
the modulus maxima of the wavelet coeﬃcients at different scales (WTMML) intersect
each other at the edges of the causative body. Therefore, it is possible to manage the
information contained in the wavelet transform of ﬁelds related to extended sources. In
the real case of the anomaly gravity map of the Vesuvius area (Italy), we estimated the
depth of the Mesozoic carbonate basement in the Pompei Basin. We showed also how the
WTMML information can be integrated to that of another multiscale method, the Depth
from Extreme Points (DEXP) transformation, which is also related to the source density
distribution of a given region.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The interpretation of potential ﬁeld anomalies (gravity and magnetic) is not simple because it is inherently ambiguous.
This ambiguity constitutes the main problem in the application of inversion techniques to obtain information about the
sources.
The idea to draw source information from the upward continued potential ﬁeld [23,10] can be well formalised in the
frame of the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT). The CWT produces a scalogram, in which the WTMML converge to the
singular points [18].
By this way the CWT allows localisation and characterisation of the singularities of a signal. According to several authors
[20,21,15,28,11,30,31] the use of the derivatives of the Poisson kernel as wavelet implies that the CWT, as some scale a, is
equivalent to the upward continuation of the q-order derivative of a potential ﬁeld at the altitude zm = z + a (some scaling
apart), where zm is the altitude of the measurement surface.
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WTMML converge below the scalogram to the source depth, preserving a straight line path on the whole range of scales.
In real cases potential ﬁeld anomalies are however the superposition of many effects, related to sources placed at different
positions and with different dimensions. Such sources are often each one approximated by isolated bodies or by undulated
interfaces. In this case, the WTMML of the shallower sources often dominate the ones due to the deeper sources, also at
large dilations, making problematic the estimation of the local homogeneity and depth of the deeper sources. This problem
has been analysed by Fedi et al. [11], which showed that low-pass ﬁltering of the gravity anomalies could be needed to
obtain good estimations about the deep sources.
Sailhac and Gilbert [29], Saracco et al. [30,31] used the Hilbert transform or the analytic signal of the q-order deriva-
tive of the Poisson kernel, deﬁning complex 1D or 2D wavelets and analysed the modulus and the phase of the Hilbert
transform. In particular Saracco et al. [31] interpreted magnetic ﬁeld anomalies with 1D complex wavelet of order q = 3
and estimated the depth and the dip of the extended source by analysing the modulus and the phase. Sailhac and Gilbert
[29] considered relationships between the multipolar expansion of the Newtonian potential caused by extended sources of
simple geometrical shape (triaxial ellipsoid, cylinder and rectangular prism of constant density) and the WTMML of the
modulus of the Hilbert transform, to the end of estimating the barycentre (using the monopole term) and the horizontal
and vertical extent of the 3D sources (using the dipolar term). To such aim they analysed the properties of the WTMML at
an intermediate-large range of scales, where the ﬁeld tends to behave as that of an isolated singularity.
However, in many cases it is also interesting to obtain detailed information about the most speciﬁc parts of extended
geological sources. For instance: interfaces, such as that relative to the carbonate-crystalline basements should be studied by
analysing the WTMML properties at small scales where not the global, but the local characteristics of the source dominate.
The relevance of this kind of study has not been enough taken into account in the current geophysical literature, but
interesting applications were described in the case of a 1D wavelet analysis [11] and of the DEXP transformation [13]. So,
we focus our paper toward this aspect, in order to deﬁne with some detail the features of 3D geological sources under a 2D
wavelet analysis. To this end, in this paper we will use the q-order derivatives (q = 1,2,3,4) of the 2D Poisson kernel as 2D
wavelets, this meaning that we will utilise orders of derivation higher than in the above mentioned papers [29–31]. We ﬁrst
analyse synthetic cases of extended sources, trying to represent real-world geological sources, and then apply the method
to the complex case of the vulcanite-carbonate basement at Mt. Vesuvius, the main volcano of the Quaternary Neapolitan
volcanic area (Southern Italy).
2. Continuous Wavelet Transform 2D (CWT2D)
We deﬁne the CWT2D [3] of a signal f ∈ L2(R2) as:
W f (a,x) = a−2
∫
ψ∗
(
b− x
a
)
f (b)db (1)
where x and b are vectors of real components (x, y) and (bx,by), respectively; ψ( b−xa ) is an isotropic wavelet obtained
by translation and dilation of the ‘mother wavelet’ ψ ∈ L2(R2); a ∈ R+ is the scale parameter and the symbol ‘∗’ indicates
complex conjugation. In Eq. (1) we used a normalisation preserving the L1 norm, which enhances the information contained
at small scales. Antoine et al. [3], have also deﬁned a 2D anisotropic wavelet ψ( r−θ (b−x)a ) where r−θ is the rotation operator
acting in the usual way. The anisotropic wavelets are used to detect oriented features in an image, for instance, in the
classical problem of edge detection or in directional ﬁltering. Here we however analyse potential ﬁelds using the q-order
horizontal derivatives of the Poisson kernel as wavelets (see later in the Chapter 3), which correspond in the 2D case to
isotropic wavelets, according to [11,13,15,20,28–31]. This because only Poisson wavelets enjoy the main property of allowing
the Continuous Wavelet Transform matching the upward continued derived ﬁeld, some constant apart, which is indeed a
feature giving physical consistency to the transformed ﬁeld (Sections 3 and 4).
The wavelet has to satisfy the admissibility condition:∫
ψ(x)dx = 0 (2)
Besides, the wavelet ψ can have a few vanishing moments:∫
xl ymψ(x)dx= 0, 1 l +m q (3)
this last condition determining the ability of the Wavelet Transform to detect singularities in the (q)th-order derivative of
the signal [18].
The scalogram produced by the CWT2D is a 3D volume. Each plane of the Scalogram contains the values of W f (a,b)
relative to the scale a. Assuming a smoothing function φ(x, y) and wavelets [1]:
ψx(x, y) = ∂φ(x, y) and ψy(x, y) = ∂φ(x, y) (4)
∂x ∂ y
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W f (a,x) = a∇{φa ∗ f } (5)
where φa = φ(x/a, y/a)
a2
(6)
The WTMM are the maxima of Mf (a,x) in the direction A f (a,x), at each scale, where:
Mf (a,x) = ∣∣W f (a,x)∣∣= [(Wx f (a,x))2 + (Wy f (a,x))2]1/2 (7)
and
A f (a,x) = tg−1[(Wy f (a,x))/(Wx f (a,x))] (8)
Mallat and Zhong [17] and Mallat and Hwang [16] showed that the modulus maxima contain much of the information
owned to a given dataset. They actually re-phrased the technique of Canny [6] in terms of the CWT2D and called Multiscale
Edge Detection 2D (MED2D) the search of maxima at each scale. See Appendix A for more details.
3. The CWT2D in potential ﬁeld theory
As previously stated, each plane of the 3D scalogram contains the values W f (a,x) at the scale a.
It can be shown [20,15] that, using as wavelet the q-order derivatives of the Poisson kernel (Green’s function for potential
ﬁelds), the CWT of potential ﬁeld data is equivalent at each scale a to the q-order horizontal derivative of the ﬁeld upward
continued at the altitude a, some scaling apart. For an isolated point source, WTMML are straight lines converging to the
point source location. When sources are not isolated reciprocal interference may cause distortion of the straight path of
the WTMML, especially at an intermediate range of scales, making problematic the depth estimation of the sources. The
interference effects for 2D extended structures of polygonal cross-section was discussed in Fedi et al. [11]. So, the WTMML
distribution can assume very complex paths in the 3D scalogram, in case of extended 3D sources: the convergence of the
WTMML to the singularity locations (edges of the causative body) may occur only selecting an appropriate range of scales,
for which each singularity can be considered approximately isolated. For an isolated singularity (the anomaly ﬁeld depends
by the coordinates of only one point) the Hölder regularity degree β is a constant at every point of the harmonic region
and the WTMML are straight lines.
The harmonic region ([4], page 47) is constituted by the points, external to the source distribution, where the potential
U (x, y, z) satisﬁes the Laplace equation ∇2U (x, y, z) = 0.
In the case of multiple sources or extended bodies of ﬁnite size, because of the interference, β varies with the distance
between the observation point and the source [27,29] and WTMML are curved lines. In this case, it is necessary to select a
range of scales where the WTMML is straight to estimate depth and regularity degree. We will show that the best resolved
singularities are the vertices of the most isolated parts of the causative body.
Consider now the q-order derivatives of the Poisson kernel 2D:
p(x) = 1
2π
(
1+ |x|2)−3/2 (9)
whose dilated form is [29]:
pa(x) = 1
2π
a
(
a2 + |x|2)−3/2 (10)
According to Eq. (5) we can write for the gravity ﬁeld:
Wgm(p,x,a) = a∇{pa ∗ gm} = a∇gz(x,a) (11)
where a = z − zm , gm(x) are the experimental data known at the level zm , and gz(x) are the gravity ﬁeld values upward
continued from the level zm to the level z. We can generalise Eq. (10) for any order q:
Wg(q)m (p,x,a) = aq∇(q)gz(x,a) (12)
with components:
Wg(q)m (p,x,a) =
(
Wxg
(q)
m = ψ x,qa ∗ gm = aq ∂
q gz(x,a)
∂xq
W y g
(q)
m = ψ y,qa ∗ gm = aq ∂
q gz(x,a)
∂ yq
)
(13)
where
ψ x,q(x, y) = ∂
q p(x, y)
∂xq
and ψ y,q(x, y)(x, y) = ∂
q p(x, y)
∂ yq
The choice of the q-order derivative of p(x), or equivalently the number q of vanishing moments of the wavelet, depends
on the Hölder regularity degree β [18] of gz . Only if q > β , WTMML exist which intersect each other below the scalogram,
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the source.
in correspondence of the edges of the source. It is clear that for q-order wavelets, the CWT2D will depend on the q-order
partial derivatives of gz and WTMM will correspond to the modulus maxima of the q-order gradient of gz at different
levels. For q > 1 (see Appendix B) the analysing wavelets can be selected in various ways.
The most direct method to estimate the source position is the so-called geometrical method, which deﬁnes the source
depth at the intersection of the ﬁeld WTMML extrapolated into the source region [20]. A simple, but instructive, example
is that of an isolated pole source, such as that shown in Fig. 1, located at (512,512,−4) m. Using wavelets of order q = 1
the WTMM of the gradient modulus describe a cone, whose apex coincides with the source location. In Fig. 1b WTMML
are shown relative to a vertical section (solid black line in Fig. 1a) extracted by the 3D scalogram. The best ﬁt lines of
the two WTMML intersect one each other at the right source depth. This geometric characteristic is independent on the
degree of homogeneity of the source [14]. In the case of multiple sources the interference between their gravity effects will
curve the WTMML and the source may be locally considered as isolated only using an appropriate order of derivative and
within a limited range of scales, where the WTMML are approximated by straight lines. For extended sources the various
degree derivatives of the ﬁeld allow different source characteristics to be evidenced. For instance, at large scales and at a
low derivative order, WTMML intersecting at mass centre of the source occur. For high derivative orders, see Section 5 (e.g.,
Figs. 3f, 5f, 8c, 8d), WTMML intersecting near the edges of the body are likely to be observed. This deterministic approach
may cause some imprecision on the source parameter estimates, when complicated real cases are involved. It is however
commonly used in geophysical literature and it has been validated by practical experience [11,13,15,28,30,31].
Statistical methods allow good estimates of the average values of some sources characteristics such as depth, geometry,
magnetisation or density contrast. Pilkington and Todoeschuck [24] and Maus and Dimri [19], under the assumption of a 3D
fractal source distribution, derived general relationships between the scaling properties of the ﬁeld power spectrum and the
source power spectrum which allow to estimate the characteristics of the source.
4. The DEXP Transformation
Several authors [11,15,18,20,21,28–31] have interpreted the anomaly ﬁelds using a deterministic approach. By using the
derivatives of the Poisson kernel as wavelets, they have estimated source depth and structural index by applying both the
geometrical method and the best depth method based on dilation property of Poisson Kernel and covariance and dilation
properties of the wavelet transform. We used here a different approach [13,34] to study homogeneous ﬁelds f z(x,a). We
studied the behaviour of the scale function τq:
τq(a, ζ ) = −Nq a − ζ
a − z0 (14)
where q is some order of partial derivative of the potential ﬁeld, a is the scale, the variable ζ is our “depth guess” for the
unknown depth to the source z0 and the structural index Nq [25,34] is related to the homogeneous degree of the gravity
ﬁeld ng and to q by: Nq = −ng + q.
The scale function is a dimensionless quantity which characterises the scaling behaviour of a given ﬁeld and enjoys
interesting properties. For instance, when a  −z0, τq(z,0) → −Nq .
Another main property is that when ζ is equal to z0, the scale function is constant function of the scale a and its value
is equal to −Nq .
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Points (DEXP) transformation. He proved that for simple sources whose singular point is at (x0, y0, z0) the DEXP transformed
ﬁeld of order q:
Ω f (q) = a( q2+α) ∂
q f z(x,a)
∂zq
(15)
has an extreme point in the harmonic region at x = x0, y = y0, z = −z0, where α, called scaling exponent in Fedi [13], is
the half of N0. It is interesting to understand this relevant property of homogeneous potential ﬁelds by comparing the DEXP
transformation (Eq. (15)) to the CWT of the same order q:
Wx f
(q) = aq ∂
q f z(x,a)
∂xq
, Wy f
(q) = aq ∂
q f z(x,a)
∂ yq
(16)
It is evident that Ω f (q) has a similar form to that of W f (q)x (or W f
(q)
y ) excepted the variable of derivation and the exponent
of the power law factor, which in the DEXP formulation is q/2 + α and so depends on both the order (q) and the source
properties (through the structural index N0), while in the CWT formulation depends only on the order q.
Analysis of the ﬁelds along WTMML allows estimations of the structural index and the source depth no matter CWT or
DEXP is considered. When Nq can be estimated or expected to do not vary much in some region, DEXP transformation will
provide a very meaningful 3D description of the main source distribution [13]. We will apply the DEXP transformation with
q = 2 to the Campanian Plain gravity data (Section 6).
5. WTMML for potential ﬁeld anomalies due to extended geological sources
A simple inspection of Eq. (1) shows immediately that the CWT is really redundant: f (x, y) is in fact unfolded from
two variables (x, y) to three variables (x, y,a). But, it is well known that the main information is mostly contained in a
small subset of the coeﬃcients, namely those corresponding to the WTMML. The ensembles of the WTMML may help to
locate edges of geological bodies. In this section we will analyse, in the 3D scalogram, WTMM produced by applying the
Multiscale Edge Detection 2D (MED2D) to the gravity ﬁelds generated from extended geological sources. In fact, up to now,
the MED2D method has concerned isolated simple sources, such as poles, line-mass or right prismatic bodies of constant
density [29]. In this paper we consider instead gravity anomaly maps produced by more complex sources, which may better
characterise geological sources in the real-world. Examples of these sources are the prismatic body of constant density with
a tilted side (Case A and Case B) and the double fault (Case C). Gravity anomaly maps sized (256×256) km2 and with 1 km
sampling interval were computed applying the Talwani formula [32] to 60 rectangular prisms of 0.1 km thickness, used to
approximate the 3D source shape.
5.1. Case A: gravity anomaly produced by a prismatic body having an up-going tilted side
The ﬁrst source we consider is a prismatic body of constant density with an up-going tilted side. It may be used to
approximate the shape of a geometrical element often occurring within geological structures, that is the normal/inverse
fault. It results from the displacement between two rock volumes along a tilted plane causing an oblique density contrast.
In this case, the upper volume (namely, the “hanging wall” in geological terms) is denser. The gravity anomaly produced by
such source is shown in Fig. 2. 3D WTMM are shown, with scales a ranging from 1 to 28 km, with a 3 km step (Fig. 3a).
WTMM are also shown for increasing derivative order q (Figs. 3c and 3e). As said previously, the geometrical method
requires that at least two WTMML are intersecting at the edges of the body.
Our problem is hence to select:
a) an appropriate order q for Poissonian wavelets ψx,q and ψ y,q in order to detect at least two WTMML converging below
the scalogram; if these two WTMML lie entirely on a single plane, we can select this plane for a simpler inspection.
b) a range of scales where the two WTMML are well approximated by two straight lines.
By these conditions WTMML can be ﬁtted by straight lines that intersect each other at the edges of the body, below
the scalogram. The WTMML relative to the vertical section marked by solid black line in Figs. 3a, 3c and 3e, are shown in
Figs. 3b, 3d and 3f respectively.
WTMM for q = 1 are shown in Fig. 3a. They correspond to the modulus maxima of ∇gz . At the ﬁnest scales WTMM
observed at the planes corresponding to different altitudes a are much related to the horizontal section of the upper part
of the body.
The vertical section shown in Fig. 3b, parallel to the x–z plane, allows the estimation of the source extent along the
x-axis. Obviously a vertical section parallel to the y–z plane will allow the estimation of the y-axis source extent. Only
one WTMML occurs in correspondence of the vertices (A) and (B) of the source, so that the geometrical method cannot be
applied for depth estimation. Besides, we observe that the WTMML shows a more curved path in correspondence of the
vertex B, because of the tilted side of the body.
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We therefore turn to WTMM for q = 2 (Fig. 3c). They correspond to the modulus maxima of ∇( ∂ gz
∂x ) (Eq. (B.10)). We
observe the WTMML relative to the vertical section in Fig. 3d. In this case it is possible to estimate only the depth to the
vertex A of the model.
Consider ﬁnally WTMM for q = 3 (Figs. 3e and 3f). They correspond to the modulus maxima of ∇( ∂2 gz
∂x2
) and we observe
a very complex path. The WTMML relative to a vertical section are shown in Fig. 3f. In this case we can well estimate the
depth of the most shallow vertices (A and B). Note that a WTMML closely departs from vertex C, while the coincidence of
the x-axis positions of vertices D and A cannot provide a good resolution to solve for the vertex D.
Besides, let us observe that, due to the closeness of the vertices B and C, WTMML lose their straight path at the highest
scales (Figs. 8d and 8f), this meaning that the number of scales useful to the estimation process can be correspondingly
reduced.
We have analysed the WTMML lying on a vertical plane passing through the barycentre of the source and parallel to
the x–z plane in order to detect the vertices of the vertical section of the body parallel to the x-axis. We have shown that
for increasing order q-derivative it is possible to detect more and more details on the shape of the body and obviously
the WTMML relative to the vertices of the shallow part of the body section furnish a greater contribution to the gravity
anomaly and hence the may by more easier detected. The WTMML relative to the deeper vertices are severely inﬂuenced
by those relative to the upper part of the source and an order q > 3 must be used in order to detect them.
A wavelet of order q have q of vanishing moments (Eq. (3)) and it is able to remove polynomial trends of degree
< q, present in the anomaly ﬁeld due to the interferences of each vertex with all the others. Such interference effects
were already studied for 2D structures [11, appendix C], where the case of an undulated interface was considered, actually
separating two source distributions of constant density. The resolution power of the method was shown to depend on the
relative horizontal distance among the vertices and on their depths. We considered also the case of two line-masses and we
showed the improvement obtained in depth estimation using wavelets of increasing order q.
In order to try to detect the vertices of the vertical section of the body parallel to the y-axis, we consider the WTMML
lying on a vertical plane passing through the barycentre of the source and parallel to the y–z plane. In this case for q = 2
and q = 3 it is necessary to analyse the modulus maxima of ∇( ∂ gz
∂ y ) and ∇( ∂
2 gz
∂ y2
) respectively.
5.2. Case B: gravity anomaly produced by a prismatic body having a down-going tilted side
Consider now a prismatic body of constant density contrast having a down-going tilted side. Also this source may be
assimilated to the geometry of a rock volume faulted along a tilted sliding surface, with the occurrence of a lateral density
326 M. Fedi et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 28 (2010) 320–337Fig. 3. (a), (c) and (e) 3D scalogram showing WTMM calculated using a wavelet of order q = 1,2, and 3, respectively; (b), (d) and (f) WTMML in the vertical
sections (solid black line) extracted by the 3D scalogram (a), (c) and (e), with overlapped the best-ﬁt lines converging at the most superﬁcial edges of the
body below the scalogram.
contrast. Unlike the previous case, the lower volume (namely, the “footwall” in geological terms) is denser. The gravity
anomaly produced by such source is shown in Fig. 4.
We again use wavelets of increasing order q (Fig. 5) as in Fig. 3. WTMML lying on vertical sections, marked by solid
black lines in Figs. 5a, 5c and 5e, are respectively shown in Figs. 5b, 5d and 5f.
There are signiﬁcant differences among Figs. 3 and 5 with respect to the previous case:
– using wavelets of order q = 1 (Fig. 5b), we observe that the WTMML relative to the vertex B, is bent in an opposite way
to that of Fig. 3b because of the different slope of the side BC. We deduce, therefore, from the WTMML path, the slope
of the fault; this information is very important from a geologic point of view;
– using wavelets of order q = 3 (Fig. 5f), it is now possible to estimate the depth of the vertex C, even if with a greater
uncertainty, besides that of A and B vertices.
In conclusion, the WTMML analysis using wavelets of increasing order, allows again a ﬁne recovering of the most shallow
part of the body (vertices A and B), and it is possible to estimate also the deepest vertex positions, depending on the degree
of interference due to the geometric position of all the vertices of the body.
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5.3. Case C: gravity anomaly due to a double fault model
A double fault model is here used to reproduce, in a simpliﬁed way, the gravity anomaly (Fig. 6a) due to a case typical of
shallow crustal structure subject to a compressive stress (Fig. 6b). It simulates multiple thrusts in which size and geometry
of the inverse faults are coherent with the real case that is found along the central Apennines [22], Italy, namely a typical
thrust/fold belt. In particular the structure labelled M (Fig. 6b) has the top placed at 1 km depth, while that labelled N
(Fig. 6b) has the top at 1.5 km depth.
The WTMM relative to wavelets of order q = 1,2,3 and 4 are again represented in a 3D volume (Fig. 7). They correspond
to the modulus maxima of ∇( ∂q gz
∂xq ), for q = 1,2,3,4 respectively. We observe that the paths of the WTMM are as more
complex as the order of the wavelet increases. The WTMML lying on vertical sections, marked by solid black line in Figs. 7a,
7b, 7c and 7d, are shown in Figs. 8a, 8b, 8c and 8d respectively.
Using wavelets of order q = 1 (Fig. 8a), the WTMML do not well locate the shallow vertices of the structures. For q = 2
(Fig. 8b), the shallow vertices A, B, E and F are well detected and for q = 3 (Fig. 8c), the geometrical method yields even
better depths estimation. In Fig. 8c however the effects related to the deeper vertices C, H and G distorts the paths of the
WTMML relative to the shallow vertices A, B, E and F, at scales greater than 10 km.
Using wavelets of order q = 4 (Fig. 8d) it is possible to locate also the deepest vertex D. The x-axis proximity of the
deeper vertices C, H and G to the most shallow A, B and E respectively, does not allow a clear detection of them, since the
WTMML of the most shallow vertices dominate.
By the examples in Figs. 3, 5, 7 and 8 we tried to show the ability of the 2D CWT to isolate the effects from the different
local zones deﬁning a complex 3D body, where “singular points” may represent a good model for deriving local source
properties. Nevertheless, our CWT analysis may be even more complete, if we add the structural index estimation to the
above described depth estimation by a geometrical method. For the sake of simplicity we do not show this estimation for
the several WTMML shown in Figs. 3 (b, d, f), 5 (b, d, f) and 8, referring to other papers, such as [13,28–30]. As an example,
we show (Fig. 9) the estimation of the structural index and of the depth to the source made for the upper vertex B in
Fig. 8d, by using the scale function of order q = 4. When ζ is equal to 1.5 km, τ4 becomes approximately ﬂat and, according
to the properties of the scale function (Section 4), we can estimate a depth to the source z0 equal to 1.5 km and a structural
index equal to 3.2, corresponding with a good approximation to a singular point characteristic of a contact (N0 = −0.8,
for a gravity ﬁeld). Note that the depth estimated by the scale function well corresponds to the depth estimated by the
geometrical method (Fig. 8d, vertex B).
328 M. Fedi et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 28 (2010) 320–337Fig. 5. (a), (c) and (e) 3D scalogram showing WTMM calculated using a wavelet of order q = 1,2, and 3, respectively; (b), (d) and (f) WTMML in the vertical
sections (solid black line) extracted by the 3D scalogram (a), (c) and (e), with overlapped the best-ﬁt lines converging at some edges of the body.
5.4. CWT allows estimation of source boundaries
WTMML are deﬁned in this paper in a 3D half-space. Starting by the WTMM at the ﬁnest scale (for example on the plane
of equation a = 1) each WTMML is obtained searching along the scale axis the nearest WTMM on the subsequent plane
(of equation a = 2) and so on. The WTMML is obtained as the line joining across scales these selected points. By using
the Poisson wavelets of Eq. (13), the wavelet modulus maxima deﬁned at each scale a can be related to the boundaries
of geological sources. In fact, Eqs. (15) show that the wavelet transform of order q at some scale a is nothing but the
horizontal derivative of order q of the measured potential ﬁeld continued at that scale, some normalisation apart. So, at
each scale a, the modulus maxima can be used to describe the source boundaries, according to the so-called boundary
analysis, described in many papers, such as [2,12]. This is indeed evident in Figs. 3; 5; 7 (left side). Due to the dilation and
to the theory described in this paper, however, small dilations should be the most suitable in terms of boundary analysis.
We may hence observe that:
a) the best detection of the source boundaries is obtained from the modulus maxima of the wavelet transform as closest
we are to the sources, that is at the observation scale;
b) the source boundary deﬁnition may be also more reﬁned by extrapolating the WTMML in the source region, and
studying their reciprocal intersection: this is shown in the same ﬁgures on the right side, where meaningful sections of
the WTMML relative to the sources are shown.
M. Fedi et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 28 (2010) 320–337 329Fig. 6. (a) Gravity anomaly map produced by the source model in (b) made by two sources (M) and (N) placed at hM = 1 km depth to the top, hN = 1.5 km
depth to the top, respectively.
Fig. 7. (a), (b), (c) and (d): 3D scalogram showing WTMM calculated using a wavelet of order q = 1,2,3 and 4, respectively.
330 M. Fedi et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 28 (2010) 320–337Fig. 8. WTMML in the vertical sections extracted by the 3D scalogram (solid black lines in Fig. 7), with overlapped the best-ﬁt lines converging at some
edges of the body below the scalogram.
Fig. 9. Scale function of order q = 4 for the central WTMML converging to vertex B in Fig. 8d. It was computed for a guess depth ζ = 1.5 km, fairly well
indicating a homogeneous degree nq = −3, this implying Nq = −1.
6. Real case: applications to the Vesuvius gravity data (Italy)
The technique previously described has been applied to the Bouguer anomaly map of the area including the Somma-
Vesuvius complex. It rises within the south-eastern side of the Campanian Plain (Southern Italy) that is bounded to the N,
E and S by the Apennine chain and, to the W, by the Tyrrhenian Sea (Fig. 10). It was formed when tensional stresses and
crustal thinning due to the opening of the Tyrrhenian Basin caused during Plio-Pleistocene a tectonic depression that was
ﬁlled by a thick cover of marine and volcanic sediments laying on the mesozoic carbonate basement. Since 0.4 Myr B.P.
the extensional phase was accompanied by an intense volcanic activity fed by potassic magmatism, ranging from lentitic
tephrite to lentitic phonolite where actually the Somma-Vesuvius rises. After a long quiescence began 0.3 Myr B.P., it re-
started after 37 000 yr B.P. continuing with different kinds of volcanism (both quiet lava emissions and strong explosive
eruptions) [9,26].
The gravity anomaly in Fig. 11 is the so-called Bouguer gravity anomaly. Such anomaly is deﬁned at P (x, y,h), where h is
the distance above the geoid (the equipotential surface of the Earth approximately at mean sea level) as ([4], page 144):
δgcb = gobs − g0 − gfa − gsb − gt
where:
gobs is the measured gravity value corrected for tidal and instrumental drift variations;
g0 is the theoretical gravity or normal gravity on the reference ellipsoid, which is the equipotential surface of a
uniform Earth. Differences in height between these two surfaces rarely exceed 100 m and generally fall below
50 m;
g f a is the free-air correction, to take into account the gravity variation of g0 with h;
gsb is the Bouguer correction to take into account the presence of mass between the sea level and the height h of
the observation point. This correction approximates these masses with a homogeneous inﬁnitely extended slab of
thickness h;
M. Fedi et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 28 (2010) 320–337 331Fig. 10. Sketch map of the Somma-Vesuvius area. The Somma-Vesuvius complex is located within the Campanian Plain. The plain is ﬁlled by marine
and volcanic sediments of Plio-Pleistocenic age and formed by subsidence of the Mesozoic carbonate basement, due to the crustal thinning toward the
Tyrrhenian Basin and to the Apennine chain building.
Fig. 11. Bouguer gravity anomaly map in the investigated area. Also shown Proﬁles 1 and 2 (red segments) analysed by the DEXP method in Figs. 14 and
15. UTM coordinates in metric units (Zone 33N). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
332 M. Fedi et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 28 (2010) 320–337gt is the terrain correction to take into account the shape of the topography. It is an essential step in places of
moderate to extreme topographic relief.
The Bouguer anomaly ﬁeld of the studied area (Fig. 11) is characterised by a broad low extended toward the north-
westward side of the studied area. A second, less intense, negative anomaly is located between Poggiomarino and Pompei,
and a third one is centred just in correspondence of the Somma-Vesuvius complex, presumably related to its shallow
volcanic structure. Two highs are present in correspondence of the carbonate outcrops at the southern and eastern ends of
the investigated area.
Serious questions concern the structural setting of the Somma-Vesuvius district, with clear reference to the high volcanic
hazard due to the dense population living in this area. One of them is the shallow structure of the Mesozoic carbonate
basement buried by the volcanic relief and by thick marine/volcanoclastic sediments. Previous geophysical investigations [5]
conﬁrmed that the top of the carbonate basements hidden by younger series has a quite irregular shape and is displaced by
a fault system that probably played a signiﬁcant role in the rise of the magma feeding the volcanic district above mentioned.
A map of the top of the carbonate basement was recently supplied basing on 3D inversion of gravity Bouguer anomalies
[8]. CWT2D has been calculated starting from the Bouguer gravity anomaly ﬁeld in the investigated area. The chosen data
set is based on gravity stations collected during several surveys [33,7]. Gravity anomalies were computed by adopting the
International formula of the Geodetic Reference System 1980. A reference density of 2.4 g/cm3 was assumed for the Bouguer
and terrain corrections. Computations were made on a residual gravity ﬁeld achieved after subtraction of a long-wavelength
trend to suppress not solvable contributions due to deep causative sources seated beneath and within the lower crust. The
selected grid data set is 23× 20 km sized, with 0.1 km step grid.
WTMM were calculated in the 3D volume using wavelets of order q = 2 and representing, respectively, the modulus
maxima of ∇( ∂ gz
∂z ),∇( ∂ gz∂x ),∇( ∂ gz∂ y ) choosing a range of scales [0.0–5.0] km and 0.2 km step. The maxima found by MED2D
are shown in Figs. 12a (vertical derivative), 12b (horizontal derivative along x) and 12c (horizontal derivative along y),
forming WTMML of clear geological interest. Among the main trends highlighted in the ﬁgures, those placed along the
southern and the north-eastern sides of the studied area are rather meaningful. They are roughly parallel to the boundaries
between Campanian Plain and Apennines (Caserta Mts. and Lattari Mts.) and mark the sharp density contrast between
limestones of mesozoic platform and less dense marine/volcanic sediments. These WTMML seem to converge to singularities
corresponding to the base of the fault-line scarps, that are due to the downward displacement of the carbonate basement
with throws of thousands of meters, and that are hidden by younger series.
A noticeable trend with circular shape is visible in Fig. 12a (vertical derivative) in correspondence of the central axis of
the Vesuvius. It is probably related to the presence of a shallow source just beneath the crater already evidenced in previous
studies and interpreted as a low density caldera ﬁlled not only by pyroclastics but also by shattered lava rocks [8].
A local WTMML analysis has been carried out on the gravity low located near Pompei (South–East of the Somma-
Vesuvius). Here, a further subsidence of the carbonate basement locally occurs from a depth of 1000–1500 m down to
2000 m b.s.l. [8]. Two WTMML, localised as shown in Fig. 12c (grey dots), were selected from the y (N–S direction) compo-
nent of the horizontal derivative for WTMM analysis in the 3D scalogram.
The selected WTMML converge to a singular point located roughly at the centre of the Pompei Trough and at a depth
of 2200–2300 m b.s.l. (Fig. 13). Similar results are obtained for other WTMML analysed in the same area. This result is in
good agreement with evidences from previous investigations [5,8] resulting only slightly deeper (20%) than suggested from
seismic results. This could be explained by supposing a carbonate trough with a round base, because it has proven that a
basin with a rather smoothed bottom can yield some over estimation of the depth [11].
The same gravity pattern was analysed by applying the DEXP transformation along two distinct proﬁles.
The DEXP transformed ﬁeld was analysed along two proﬁles (Fig. 11) with Poisson wavelets of various order q, ﬁnally
selecting q = 2. From the analysis of the scale function (Eq. (14)) along the WTMML in the area, a scaling exponent of class C
(α = 0.25), typical of sources like semi-inﬁnite plane (e.g. thin dike or sill, for geological cases) was found appropriate for
most of the sources identiﬁed. The DEXP transformed ﬁeld along the proﬁle I (Fig. 14) shows a large, low density source just
in correspondence of the gravity low of Pompei. In the central zone of the Pompei tectonic depression the estimated depth
to the bottom of a basin model was 2.5 km (black dot at x = 5 km). This result agrees with both the CWT evidences and the
model of densities achieved by 3D inversion of gravity data [8]. This is not the only evidence arising from the DEXP because
the structural geometry of the carbonate basement is detailed by other features. Two shallow denser sources (singular
points) are identiﬁed on the opposite sides of the Pompei Trough. Their depth and position correspond, respectively, i) to
the southward outcropping carbonate basement at the foot of the Lattari Mts. (x = 2 km; z = 300 m) and ii) to a small
upraised carbonate block (x = 9.5 km), already identiﬁed northward [8] with depth to the top at about 350 m b.s.l. The
section continues northward with another small low density source (x = 13 km; z = 500 m) whose meaning has to be
simply interpreted as local pause of the gradual rise of the carbonate basement. This, ﬁnally, outcrops toward the northern
end of the proﬁle (x = 14.5 km) where another denser source is located just beneath the surface in correspondence of the
Caserta Mts. (Apennines).
The analysis along the proﬁle II (Fig. 15) conﬁrms our basin model for the tectonic depression of the mesozoic basement
beneath Pompei (x = 10 km; z = 2000 m). As expected, it identiﬁes other two causative sources (singular points) on the
opposite sides of the Pompei Trough: i) a denser source north-westward (x = 5 km; z = 500 m), where the carbonate
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Fig. 12. 3D scalogram of the gravity ﬁeld in Fig. 11, showing WTMM calculated using wavelets of order q = 2 and representing, respectively, the modulus
maxima of ∇( ∂ gz
∂z ) (a), ∇( ∂ gz∂x ) (b), and ∇( ∂ gz∂ y ) (c). Scales range: [0.0–5.0] km; step: 0.2 km. Also shown WTMM (c, grey dots) analysed in Fig. 13 with the
geometric method.
basement rises up to a depth to the top of 0.5 km; ii) another high density source shown at the southern end of the proﬁle
(x = 13 km; z = 400 m) where the carbonate basement gets closer to the outcrop near the Lattari Mts.
Brieﬂy, the main features identiﬁed by DEXP analysis consists in detecting singularities, which allow the description of
a complex pattern of either deep or shallow sources, that is structural highs and lows of the basement due to differential
displacement along a normal fault-line system. On the whole, the quantitative reconstruction of the kind and the geometry
of the top of the mesozoic carbonate is conﬁrmed by evidences arisen from other geophysical techniques [5,8].
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have analysed the potential ﬁelds due to extended geological sources, by the use of the real 2D CWT.
Such a 3D space-scale decomposition of potential ﬁelds yields different, but coherent, information about their sources
(singularities of the potential) when analysing wavelets of different order q are used. Sailhac and Gilbert [29], Saracco et al.
[30,31] considering the multipolar expansion of the Newtonian potential, have used 2D wavelets corresponding to the ﬁrst-
and second-order derivatives of 2D Poisson kernel to estimate the barycentre (by the geometrical or best depth method)
and the horizontal and vertical extent of the 3D source. In this case it is necessary to hypothesise the geometrical shape
(triaxial ellipsoid, cylinder or rectangular prism). In this paper we focused our attention to the WTMM in the 3D scalogram
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Fig. 12. (continued)
Fig. 13. 3D scalogram section showing the selected WTMML extracted from the 3D scalogram, also shown in Fig. 12c. The best-ﬁt lines converge to a
singular point coinciding with the centre of the Pompei Trough, at a 2200–2300 m b.s.l. depth.
Fig. 14. DEXP transformation applied along the Proﬁle 1, shown in Fig. 11. The gravity ﬁeld along that proﬁle (a) was DEXP transformed (b) using q = 2 and
α = 0.25. The positions of the identiﬁed singularities are marked by black dots.
M. Fedi et al. / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 28 (2010) 320–337 335Fig. 15. DEXP transformation applied along the Proﬁle 2, shown in Fig. 11. The gravity ﬁeld along that proﬁle (a) was DEXP transformed (b) using q = 2
and α = 0.25. The positions of the identiﬁed singularities are marked by black dots.
produced by using 2D Poissonian wavelets of different order, to the end of estimate the depth of source-related edges, in
x–y plane, and the depth, of speciﬁc parts of 3D extended bodies. This paper shows that CWT is able not only to describe
the main average features of an extended source, according to previous results, but also to get a more detailed description
of its local portions, if they may be associated to singularities of high order derivatives of the ﬁeld. We showed that, by
using the geometrical method with an appropriate order for the analysing wavelets, it is possible to obtain information
also about the bottom of the geological body, whenever the interference is not too strong. Generally the best estimations
are obtained at the minimum order of derivation useful to visualise WTMML, even though the interference occurring near
the vertices of the body can prevent the location of some edges and reduce the number of suitable scales for estimating
the depth. In such cases, wavelets of higher orders can provide better results, whenever the signal-to-noise ratio is not too
strong. The CWT2D method was also applied to real data: the gravity anomaly map of the Vesuvius area (Southern Italy),
where it yielded impressive WTMM and a meaningful estimation of the depth of the carbonate basement buried beneath
the series of younger volcanoclastic/marine sediments. The results are in good agreement with evidences from previous
seismic and gravity investigations. We also integrated our CWT results by using the DEXP transformation. When both CWT
and DEXP transformation are expressed in terms of q-order derivatives of the ﬁelds at various scales (Eqs. (14) and (15)),
they show a similar mathematical form, the main difference being their scale power law factors. The CWT power law
factor depends only on the derivation order, while the DEXP transformation factor depends also on the so-called structural
index N , a source-dependent parameter which is the negative of the homogeneity degree of the ﬁeld. DEXP transformation
was applied to a couple of proﬁles in the Campanian Plain giving consistent results about the behaviour of the underlying
carbonate basement.
Appendix A. Multiscale Edge Detection 2D
One of the most eﬃcient algorithms in the search of the edges of an image is that of Canny [6].
Let f (x, y) an image, the gradient of f is deﬁned by:
∇ f =
(
∂ f
∂x
,
∂ f
∂ y
)
(A.1)
whose Mf modulus and A f argument are:
Mf =
√(
∂ f
∂x
)2
+
(
∂ f
∂ y
)2
(A.2)
A f = tg−1
(
∂ f /∂ y
∂ f /∂x
)
(A.3)
The Canny algorithm deﬁnes the edges of an image f as the points where Mf is locally maximum in the A f direction.
Mallat and Zhong [17], Mallat and Hwang [16] have rephrased the technique of Canny [6] in terms of the CWT2D,
considering as wavelets the partial derivatives along x and y direction of a smoothing function φ(x, y) (Arneodo [1]):
ψ x(x, y) = ∂φ(x, y)
∂x
and ψ y(x, y) = ∂φ(x, y)
∂ y
(A.4)
and
ψ xa =
ψ x(x/a, y/a)
2
= a ∂ φ(x/a, y/a)
2
; ψ ya = ψ
y(x/a, y/a)
2
= a ∂ φ(x/a, y/a)
2
(A.5)
a ∂x a a ∂ y a
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W f (a,x) =
(
Wx f = ψ xa (x) ∗ f (x)
Wy f = ψ ya (x) ∗ f (x)
)
(A.6)
Taking into account Eq. (A.5), we may rewrite Eq. (A.6) in the compact form:
W f (a,x) = a∇{φa ∗ f } (A.7)
Eq. (A.7) deﬁnes the CWT2D as the gradient of a smoothed version of the function f (x), obtained by its convolution
with φa , that is with φ dilated and scaled at the scale a.
The Canny’s algorithm expressed in terms of the CWT2D yields the followings relationships:
W f (a,x) = (Mf (a,x), A f (a,x)) (A.8)
where
Mf (a,x) = ∣∣W f (a,x)∣∣= [(Wx f (a,x))2 + (Wy f (a,x))2]1/2 (A.9)
and
A f (a,x) = tg−1[(Wy f (a,x))/(Wx f (a,x))] (A.10)
Appendix B. Canny’s algorithm for order q> 1
If q = 1, deﬁning as wavelets
ψx = ∂p
∂x
; ψy = ∂p
∂ y
(B.1)
we obtain:
W f (a,x) = a∇gz(x) = a
(
∂ gz
∂x
,
∂ gz
∂ y
)
(B.2)
Mf (a,x) = a
√(
∂ gz
∂x
)2
+
(
∂ gz
∂ y
)2
=
√
W 2x + W 2y (B.3)
A f = tg−1 Wy
Wx
(B.4)
and the WTMM correspond to the modulus maxima of the gradient of gz at different levels.
If q = 2, it is possible to deﬁne the analysing wavelet in different way. Selecting as wavelet:
ψxx = ∂
2p
∂x2
; ψyy = ∂
2p
∂ y2
(B.5)
we obtain:
W f (a,x) = a2∇(2)gz(x) = a2
(
∂2gz
∂x2
,
∂2gz
∂ y2
)
(B.6)
Mf (a,x) = a2
√(
∂2gz
∂x2
)2
+
(
∂2gz
∂ y2
)2
=
√
W 2xx + W 2yy (B.7)
A f = tg−1 Wyy
Wxx
(B.8)
and the WTMM correspond to the modulus maxima of the second gradient of gz . Selecting as wavelet:
ψxx = ∂
2p
∂x2
; ψyx = ∂
2p
∂ y∂x
(B.9)
we obtain:
W f (a,x) = a2∇
(
∂ gz
∂x
)
= a2
(
∂2gz
∂x2
,
∂2gz
∂ y∂x
)
(B.10)
Mf (a,x) = a2
√(
∂2gz
∂x2
)2
+
(
∂2gz
∂ y∂x
)2
=
√
W 2xx + W 2yx (B.11)
A f = tg−1 Wyx
Wxx
(B.12)
and the WTMM correspond to the modulus maxima of the gradient of ∂ gz .
∂x
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ψyy = ∂
2p
∂ y2
; ψxy = ∂
2p
∂x∂ y
(B.13)
the WTMM correspond to the modulus maxima of the gradient of ∂ gz
∂ y .
Similar relationships can be found for wavelet of order q > 2. Using wavelets of order derivative q the CWT2D will
depend to the q-partial derivative of gz .
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